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Madd Assassinz delivers a cool dose of New Flavor for ya ear. Hip-Hop on a confident level, merging the

Dirty Dirty Beats with the Lyrical finesse of East Coast Rap. 19 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern

Style, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Coming straight from the Treasure Coast, is no other than Madd

Assassinz. It is time for hip-hop to reach the next level. No more rap rivalries, hip-hop is in the need of

fresh air, fresh new faces, and fresh sounds. Strictly from the south releasing their new explosive album

titled Long Overdue Isaac C. McFadden a.k.a Tru Mec also referred to, as Da Phantom  Dunn Kutta is a

native of Hobe Sound Florida. Tru Mec has been rapping for over ten years. Coming from a family with

roots from gospel to old soul R&B, he is ready to make this music career serious. Tru Mec also plans to

put a mark in hip-hop history to be placed amongst the greatest rappers of all times. Richard E. Cooper

a.k.a DVus1 also referred to, as Smokey Jones  Blacky McAshy is a native of Miami Florida. He started

out d-jaying from the age of eight. DVus1 then started free styling and eventually started writing rhymes.

He got most of his experience from doing house parties and street jams. Madd Assassinz joined together

to put the Treasure Coast on the map. What inspired them to start rapping was life, kids, and the love for

music. They want to change the face of hip-hop due to the reputation that is being passed around. Madd

Assassinz did opening acts for Pete Pablo in Cocoa Florida. They also did radio Commercials for DJ

Paradox for WJFP 91.1 a local radio station in Fort Pierce Florida. Other acts consist of Diamond

Ballroom in Fort Pierce Florida, and they did mic battles at club Silks in Stuart Florida. Madd Assassinz

also did guest appearances for D.J UnemployedWill Rap for Scraps (4 freestyles) part one and two. Dub

Wise Underground Cuts featuring: Mousy. FrydaeHead Bussa Ent: H.S.B Miami turn 2 burn. Cateogry 5

THC (The hurricane Click). Both Rappers appreciate music from rappers Talib Kweli, Jay-Z, and Mos Def.

Their favorite producers consists of Dr Dre, DJ Premiere, The Neptunes, Hi-Tek, Kanye West and Just

Blaze. Florida is known as the sunshine state; Tru Mec and DVus1 brings nothing but heat to the streets

with their ill-matic lyrics and fresh beats. These songs are guaranteed to have the clubs filled, and cd

racks empty.
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